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INTRODUCTION.  

Medellin is the capital of the department of Antioquia and Colombia's second capital, thriving 
region which has a little more than 2.2 million inhabitants, located at an altitude of 1538 meters 
above of the sea level .Medellin tercentenary city, surrounded by mountains is the core of the 
metropolitan area of Aburrá valley formed by 9 municipalities, currently conurbations. 
Given the topographical conditions of Medellin is expected that the city is built mostly in the 
mountains, this condition characterizes Medellin as the capital of the mountain which identifies 
national and international level. 

It is only logical that if the area to which account the valley is not enough and fails to respond to 
the housing needs of the population, the city needs to populate the peripheral areas of the city 
and involved in a planned way, giving room to creating to the representative districts of the city 
such as EL POBLADO AND ROBLEDO, so far this is not a problem for governments or society 
in general and that the emergence of these neighborhoods have been planned as an orderly 
manner, the construction housing in these areas is usually done under the parameters of the 
land use plan of the city. 

However we can not ignore the other side of the issue and we must analyze the situation that 
much of the population lives in the city. which grew in unplanned ways and settlements or 
through invasions of the top of the mountain creating a urban expansion and transition from city 
to nature. 

What happens in neighborhoods and areas like SANTO DOMINGO, POPULAR 1 AURORA? 
Under what conditions the emergence of neighborhoods like this occurred? What are the 
characteristics and the standard of living of the population who lives in? to answer these 
questions through this project idea , we will get deeper to the reality and context of a particular 
area of Medellin known as the commune comprised of neighborhoods like COMUNA 1 AND 
SANTO DOMINGO SAVIO , which reflect a low part of the reality that exists in many other 
areas of the city , the country and even the world and we will respond to the problematic in 
housing that is presented there , according to their needs and capabilities of the inhabitants of 
this zone .The proposal also offers  response improving the conditions of their dwellings .it 
raises the possibility of integrating composed mostly by individuals and families displaced by 
violence field community through activities traditional peasant culture fostering an atmosphere 
of peace , peaceful coexistence and economic and social development , thus creating a 
sustainable response where all that is involved or seeking to intervene is through independent 
work and community benefit on their own behalf . 

JUSTIFICATION.  

The SANTO DOMINGO SAVIO neighborhood forms the end point of the northeastern and 
belongs to an extension of 568,267, COMUNA1 POPULAR. 

SANTO DOMINGO SAVIO neighborhood was founded on July 20, 1964 under the dynamics of 
the occupation of the decade and since then, has been populated peasant migrants, mostly 
displaced by violence or the difficult economic situation, and permanently arise new 
settlements, located in the upper part of the slope and often in non-urbanized areas. 

To the east of the city is strongly accentuated slopes and inclinations reach 50% in the upper 
part of the slope inclinations. 

According to the stratification of national planning, owns 6.9% to socioeconomic stratum 1 to 
stratum 67.5% 2 to 25. 6% to stratum 3.  Land uses is predominantly residential, with distinct, 
horizontal morphological development by excessive settlement in recent decades, the popular 
sectors. An industrial and commercial level is observed mainly small industries (IT Ltd) and 
shops, often rustic character that supply items Staples sectors. 
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during the last periods of local government, has been developing a series of social projects  
renovation and intervention of the public space  citywide, with particular emphasis on areas and 
areas where the neighborhoods offering projects transformation and Medellin changes its image 
generating environments for the  culture and community peace, some examples of these 
interventions are  library parks , underground cables, etc. .. Lineal parks etc… 

Which have produced the interaction of community and public spaces, have brought with them 
education, security for the population and visitors, social development, accessibility and overall 
have been breeders of quality of life as well as that of the inhabitants of the area as of the whole 
population; however because of the emergence and implementation of projects like these also 
adverse situations to enhance the in the community mainly in  housing issue presented: 
Valuation sector which results in an increase in the cost of public services, raising taxes and 
implementation of a few others that were not applied to the sector. 

The economic benefit and jobs and opportunities created through projects of needs not 
correspond to the sector and new conditions to which the community faces. After analysis of the 
sector and already having a closer co reality living inhabitants, the decision to intervene with 
mainly this locality to improve the conditions and quality of life for families and individuals take. 
This proposal seeks to intervene directly physical space and private property of the inhabitants 
of the area, and that urban transformation projects developed in the town were only oriented 
space publico.sin however have brought with it a certain requirement and demands renovation 
of homes mainly  found around the intervened areas. 

The project is a response to several issues identified in the town such as the lack of planning 
when constructing the neighborhood because as initially saw its when peasant communities in 
rural areas of Medellin were displaced by violence and settled on the outskirts of the valley, that 
is in the mountainous areas, much of this territory and given their economic conditions and lack 
of resources construction .the building of the neighborhood itself was made on an informally 
way  at its bases and foundations of most buildings in the neighborhood do not meet the 
standards of security  housing heights and building materials are generally not suitable, the 
proposed spatial interventions  and structural seeks to avoid the vertical growth of households 
who already have two or three levels to prevent slipping and overloads accidents. 

Although SANTO DOMINGO grew as an unplanned neighborhood basically due to forced 
displacements from 1960 onward, through the years their physical or urban conformation has 
been established largely due to transportation and education projects. 

This premise allows the design a sustainable and viable proposal, since it allows not expect a 
proposal to transform an industry from scratch and established that the community formed and I 
think the result of his own needs, resources and conditions. 

The project is based on dignify the conditions of the inhabitants and complement public projects 
such as transportation on the metro cable line  K, in tourism line L which takes you to the ARVI 
park, in terms of education and culture we have the SPAIN LIBRARY  in terms of accessibility to 
public spaces boulevard and squares Must also rescue the culture and traditions of tangible and 
intangible locals through a flexible and architectural proposal  . Adaptable and replicable arising 
from culture and create spaces that foster and encourage it, assume time solution is given to 
the fundamental need to have decent housing.  

To walk over SANTO DOMINGO it can be seen two conditions, the first one is the low ground of 
the sector where the neighborhood is more established y consolidated mostly on its urban track 
because its formed by squared apples and sidewalks well built and drawn by pavement alleys 
and streets all this due to is found in that place all the projects mentioned above. 

Buildings mostly in developed mostly in concrete and brick creating a perception of very 
weighted and strong blocks. It should be noted that this condition is only generated on the 
facades of the houses,  

Because their roofs are the most awful and less elaborate constructions. 
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These parts are made of metal and cement without any kind of anchor, rely on recycled wood 
beams and under the weight of bricks and rocks temporarily allow these do not move from the 
place.  

The second condition is the top of the area where the urban pathway is not as clear streets and 
alleys are in land and the city begins to blur to give place to the nature. 

There their constructions are stilt houses which do not have the slightest constructive rule and 
its structure and materiality present a critical state as a whole, these insufficient homes are built 
from recyclable material as bits and pieces of metal, wood, plastic, tires etc. .  Any material 
must be obtained easily and help to solve the housing problem which they have. 

Is curious to wonder if these buildings are not made under any constructive rule without any 
urban planning. 

Why these ones remain over time? This is usually because the inhabitants of the area have as 
one of their main economic activities the construction. 

This situation is common and is due to a displaced population where the land was grown , 
eventually they moved to the city  their economic activities also migrate and this is usually at  
informal sectors such as masonry, brick layers , recyclers, cleaning staff or street vendors. 

thus it follows that having experience in construction generate stable types of housings  with the 
few resources the have. According to the analysis it is clear that there are two scenarios with 
uncertain problems and different homes in a single sector, this requires a proposal which   can 
be so flexible and replicable adaptable that enable a single solution to these two conditions. 
This way and on the awareness of a sustainable and viable thought which has been taken as 
one of the one pillars as a designing proposal. 

Intervene more inadequate housing points that the proposal should be allowed to integrate, 
complement and modify the established housing when this condition occurs but its also has to 
be able to replace those definitely insufficient  housing to generate a solution of decent housing 
that allows affordable that launch the economy of each of the inhabitants of the area. To 
achieve the previous planning it has been taken into account as a designing and architectural 
concept as a general project the traditional culture(peasant) from the local inhabitants ,looking 
for the people retake and move their field activities which is something the do the best and also 
are framed now in the city stage. 

This concept raises the question of the most important aspects of this has been used as the 
culture in the  suburban areas and nearby districts like  SANTA ELENA sector which  has been 
established as the growing  of flowers and SILLETERA ( wooden back box full of flowers) 
culture which is one of the main economical aspects of the region besides it’s a cultural tradition 
not only of SANTA ELENA but also identify people from Medellin city, in fact the main event of 
the festival of flowers in Medellin is the Silleteros parade . 

This leads us to think that all this agricultural and tourist activity that takes place in the village of 
SANTA ELENA can be carried out on  SANTO DOMINGO  sector, because due to the proximity 
of these two areas has weather conditions, environmental ,natural and perfect for the 
development of the area itself. 

THE PROPOSAL.  

To achieve this goal is presented as a proposed solution and improving housing inspired in the 
saddle of flowers of the peasants. 

This module represents a production unit which is the space and the main attraction of the 
project, this unit will be productive space and an attractive main project will be a garden of 
flowers and vegetables that will allow farmers to transfer activities to the city in order to retake 
their costumes and habits which were left behind in the field. at same time impulse, increase 
and  developing the economy of their families remaining as a result not only a good dwelling but 
also an alternative time and multipurpose for working and resting .it  should be noted that this 
module is adapted also for the established housing and the poor one as well. 
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inadequate housing for the module forms a space of 36 square meters on one story which has 
tow bedrooms ,bathroom, laundry area, kitchen living and dinning room and a covered orchard 
where families will be able to grow their own veggies, even is a space for the families be 
gathered, the community and the exploitation of the time off, where also be a good time for the 
strengthening of the economy because of the growing of the food for their own consumption and 
the trade among  neighbors this way recovering the farmer roots and floricultural traditions 
having by the local inhabitants. 

the proposal is conceived within the economic possibilities of the citizens and the topographical 
and environmental conditions in the sector. 

As is a place with outstanding high and too much moisture the project is anchored to the 
mountain and created a platform which supports cantilevered module, Recycling materials are 
used in order to be incorporated to the project, thus the raw material obtained in their daily work 
are exploited to build decent housing that’s why it is thought collect a pile of tires to be used in 
the foundation struts anchor the columns and beams with recycled wood and metal and its full 
lining is recycled wood pallets which are modulated in different positions so that some of them 
are folded thus becoming the doors and windows of the houses. 

all materials are inexpensive and recyclable which adapt  very well to the conformation of a 
home and has durability and are easy affordability and maintenance. Because being modular 
panels of pallets can be replaced by the same or other material. For the established housing 
being a modular system allows adaptability from the structure the same way generates a 
solution to the critical points of the accessibility .Facade and cover of the established houses 
are made in concrete and bricks . 

ACCESSIBILITY AND FACADES.  

Usually housing sector not exceed three levels, general accessibility regularize uniform facade 
housing which allows access all possess defined outside preventing privacy invasion what is 
currently happening in the internal ports of the same, and improves the aesthetics of the home, 
which is without any kind of coating. 

Regularize the facades will not mean that housing uniformed keychain because the metal 
structure is accompanied by panels of pallets , which can be assembled, installed and removed 
by other material easily, giving the possibility for each individual or household personalize their 
facade according to their needs and their tastes. 

HOUSE COVERS.  

As mentioned above these are the most critical point of the dwellings, This space is to intervene 
to potentiate the fullest and create a common area to socialize and pick up their habits and 
peasant culture, allowing them to become a garden that allows them to grow food for their own 
consumption, or exchange with its neighbors reduce feeding costs, on the other hand 
generating income by cultivating and selling flowers at market neighborhoods thus enhancing 
the family economy, and the maximum height that prevents the future growth of buildings is 
defined, that could jeopardize the current buildings collapse avoiding moisture problems and 
water inside the house. 

Thus housing solutions to all the problems are generated with the same modular system, 
generating as attractive indoor space that serves as an urban transformer to evoke the peasant 
culture, revealing a common landscape and producing saddles, supplementing public projects 
existing and boost the tourism industry by becoming the gateway of the Saddling (silletera) 
culture in SANTA ELENA thus a critical sector of the city transforms and improves its quality of 
life and economy of the inhabitants. 
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ESTIMATE 

 

ESTABLISHED HOUSING 

 

INADEQUATE HOUSING 

 

MATERIAL QUANTITY COST SPECIFICATION TOTAL COST 

WOOD PALLET 50 U 2,5 $US 1,4X1,4 M 125 $US 

METAL 
PROFILE 

8 U 30 $US 6M - .70X.70MM 240 $US 

METAL WIRE 12 U 2,5 $US 5 M 30 $US 

PLASTIC 
BASKETS 

36 U 0 $US RECYCLABLE 0 $US 

SEEDS 
MANPOWER 

NECESARY FREE FREE 0 $US 

OTHERS NECESARY 100 $US DRAINS 100 $US 

TOTAL    495 $US 

MATERIAL QUANTITY COST SPECIFICATION TOTAL COST 

WOOD PALLET 140 U 2,5 $US 1,4X1,4 M 350 $US 

METAL 
PROFILE 

15 U 30 $US 6M - .70X.70MM 450 $US 

METAL WIRE 12 U 2,5 $US 5 M 30 $US 

PLASTIC 
BASKETS 

36 U 0 $US RECYCLABLE 0 $US 

TYRE 50 U 0 $US RECYCLABLE 0 $US 

SEEDS 
MANPOWER 

NECESARY 0 $US FREE 0 $US 

OTHERS NECESARY 120 $US DRAINS 120 $US 

TOTAL    950 $US 


